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Introduction:

::::'.'

trial, a testing of an issue. The way in which we think and conduct our intellectual
Western
:re
world is a product of the Socratic method of question and ansu er to anive
--.":. -:
'. . -'--:.iusron. To simply state a conclusion has no merit, no matter hor,v many drfferent angles
-':'r* :tlrt'r3ch the statement of your conclusion. If you are to
state a conclusion or an opinion,
-.of,
::i:
must follow the Socratic path of a dialogue, or you must test the issue by a written
-ssi'.. ,.." ilch is a subtle form of dialogue.
-r:-

rs a

Tre path rs. in the end, what justifies your conclusion or opinion. Without travelling the path,
r ou har e nothing. Even if others disagree with your conclusion, the path you take to reach it
should be such that they are bound to respect your conclusion. If you attempt to state an opinion
br anr- other method, your reader will be justified in dismissing it as a rambhng statement
u ithout foundation.
\soodessayhassevenparts:(1)Theintroductiontotheessay; (2)Anintroductionto,orashort
history of. the subject matter; (3) The main discussion ofyour point of view; (4) Addressing any
counter arguments to your point of view; (5) The conclusion; (6) Foot or end notes; and (7)
The hihlinorenhrr

How to start:
Make headings, like those opposite, on a
blank page. Once you have done this then
start to fill in the gaps between each
heading. You can make subheadings under
the 'main discussion' point. For example,
if you are discussing three main thinkers in
a particular field, then you would add a few
subheadines such as:

Introduction to the essay;
Introduction to the history ofthe subject;
Main discussion;
Addressing counter arguments;
Conclusionl

Bibliography.

Main discussion of topic
Green's view
My response to Green

Smith's view
My response to Smith

Brown's view
response to Brown
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There is no rule about where to start. After reading, or thinking about the issue which is the
subject of the essay? one can quite often know what your opinion is. If you know what your
opinion is, then you can start with the conclusion, move to the main decision and then fillin the
other gaps. However, always be ready to change your conclusion. The main discussion is always
the largest section of the essay and your thoughts can grow with it. The introduction is the
shortest section. The introduction/history section is about the same size as the addressins counter
argument section.

The addressing counter argument section is important and it gives your essay depth, and it
satisfies the dialogue component. It also shows that you understand the'issue and the essay topic
you are addressing, and it allows you to support your conclusion, because no one can then
respond with: "Yes but what about this..." and bring up counter arguments.

1. The introduction
Some disciplines require you to write an "abstract" for an essay, which stands alone from the
essay. This being the case, the abstract is a longer and more detailed version of an introduction,
and the introduction in the body of the essay is smaller. The introduction can also be referred to
as the premiss. Basically you must give notice of the steps on the path that you are going to take,

namely step 2,

3,4

and 5.

In the introduction you brieflv state:

t
t
t
t
0
t

The issue you are going to discuss;
The purpose of the essay - what issue are you putting on trial;
The fact that you are going to address the history of the issue;
Vlhat your view is;
The fact that there are those who disagree with your view; and
The conclusion you are going to reach.

2. The history of the subject
This is a small part to the essay to establish that you have the wider picture in your view. you
need to say when the particular subject started, and who was involved in the early development
of the issue. You then briefly detail the course the particular issue has taken from the beginning,
(or some point) to the present and what is the currently held view. If your essay is long, you can
spend pages on this part outlining the position in the West and the East, in the Modern and in the
Traditional world views, and so on.

If you are dealing with

three thinkers in a field then you n..O u summary of each of their
positions, and these should be able to stand alone as a cogent comoonent.
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If

some of the thinkers have different views on the issue, then you need to show that you
understand those differences, you do this by briefly stating the differences, for example:

The leading contemporary thinkers in this field are Robert Brown and Donna
Smith. Both are widely acknowledged as the leaders of this movement, but it
should be noted that both have very different views.r Brown, in his book, The
way I seeil says that ' .... '.2 In opposition to this is Smith's work published a
year later, Departurefrom Brownsville, Smith says ' ... '.3 In the late twentiethcentury the generally accepted view is ' . . .. ' . It needs to be 8cknowledged that the
way the average person views this issue is simple and vastly different from
Brown's view that was formed from his very particular standpoint as a .... The
way the law views this issue is ... the way the Church views it is ...

1.

William Green, The Klieg Lights of The Issue. Allen & Unwin New York 1998. (I have
paraphrased the fact that these two people are the leaders of the movement from Green's book on
the issue, it is not my judgement, but Green's so I attributed it here.)

2.

Robert Brown, The way I see

3.

Donna Smith, Departure from Brownsville, tJni Press New York \976. p.12.

it.

Penguin London 1975,p.56.

3. The main discussion of your point of view
The main discussion is just that and it is the largest part of the essay. You have already made it
clear above that you have a general knowledge of your subject, so you can now jump into a
detailed summary of the work done by the previous thinkers in the field. You then contrast that
against your view, if you agree why do you? If you don't, thenwhy don't you? The two main
focuses of your essay at this point are the established work in the field and your thoughts. you
need to alternate between the two streams, see the list of headings under the 'Main discussion'
heading above in the 'How to start' section on page 1. Your essay should test your view against
others in the field and not simply be a "I think this" statement. Frankly, who cares what you

think if it cannot be seen in context of the work on the issue over the last 100 years. What are
you bringing to that history of thought? Are you challenging it? Or are you reaffirming it in a
contemporary context? You need to give thought to these questions.

4. Addressing the counter arguments to your point of view
will

will be at odds with you, and you will need to very specifically address
them. This is over and above the main discussion of your point of view. you could say: ,As I
stated above, Smith's view is ... and that is not in agreement with the point that I have reached.
It is my contention that Smith's arguments do not stand as a legitimate challenge to my views
There

be those who

because...'.
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5. The conclusion
The conclusion brings all of the above threads together. You need to check that you have
achieved what you said you were going to in your introduction - it is easy to be carried away in
the introduction and make claims about what you are going to achieve.

It is also easy to get carried away in the conclusion and to claim that you have solved problems
that you have in fact not solved. You need to check all of the parts of the essay to make sure you
have done what you say you have.

6. Footnotes
You need to properly attribute any quotes you use or ideas that you paraphrase or draw from
another's work. (I deal here with the Oxford system, if you need to use the Harvard system then
please obtain a Harvard style guide.) When you first quote from a work, you 'must provide all
the information necessary to enable a reader to locate the work." For example: In this essay I
will focus on William Green's seminal workThe Klieg Lights of The Issue andhis 'Klieg lights'
metaphor which has burned itself to the collective imagination of artists for the oast 20 vears.'

r'

William Green.

The Klieg Lights of Thelssr.re. Alien

& Unwin New York 1998. p.4.

Always try to place your note signifiers, the number, at the end of the sentence. This is not
always possible especially if you are using more than two quotes in one sentence. If you are
quoting text, it is marked by only 'one' quotation mark at the start and finish. If you are quoting
what someone has said to you, then it is "two" quote marks. If you are quoting speech that has
been quoted in a text then it is "'three"'. If you are quoting speech from a text which starts in
speech, but does not end in speech you quote it with three at the start and one at the end, like this:
"'I will not!" said the old man.'

Style Manualfor Authors, Editors and Printers. Fifth Ed. Auslnfo, Department of Finance and

Administration, Canberra 1994.

p. I 80.

* Please note that if 'the work cited is other than
a first edition it is necessary to give the
publication date of the edition being used and to provide the edition number after the title
of the work'.t

f

ibid.,p.157.

If you want to put notes in a note like I have aon" ubori you do it like I have. If there
is more than one such note you indicate them with the following markings (in this order)
(You can use these symbols as identifiers to indicate footnotes, and

* t I $ ll li

double and triple them up as you make more notes, however, numbers are better.)
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If you next quote from the same work, from the same page as previously cited then you can use
the abbreviation id. which means 'the same (Latin idem)' .2 But ifyour quote is from a different
page of the work you are citing, it is ibid., p.5. If you are quoting a sentence or idea that runs
over a number of pages you cite it like this: ibid., pp.7-8.

If you are quoting from William Green's work above, and those notes go over a page of your
document, then you need to change the id. citation to ibid. which means 'in the same work (Latin

ibidem)'3 even if it's the same page that's being quoted. You can getaway with using only ibid.,
throughout.
When you quote from William Green's work and then you move to dealing with a second work,
say Robert Brown, and then go back to Green you make the note Green, op.cit. this means 'in

If you go on with Green you can use the note id. or ibid.
Your notes should look somethins like this:
the work cited (Latin opere citato)' .a

I

.

William Green. The Klieg Lights of The 1ssae. Allen & Unwin New York I 998. p.4.

2. id.
3. ibid.' p.6
4. RobertBrown. Thewaylseeit. PenguinLondon 1975,p.56.
5. Green, op.cit.,p.9'
6' id'
7. Brown, op.cit.,pp.56-7.
8. ibid.,p.67.
9. ibid.,pp.87-99

| In notes, authors names are
I circd like this; Wiliam Green.
I aut it must always be GREEN,
in a bibliography.
I| Wittiam
,,
' .' '.
I More on bibliographiesfollows.

If you are quoting from two works from Green you would identify the works by the date of
publication after his name like this Green (1998). If Green as two works of the same year that
you are quoting from you make them (1998a) and (i998b) and in the bibliography you identify
them as 'a' and 'b'.
When I write an essay I put all of my notes in full citation first as endnotes and then work back
through it and edit them down to the accepted short form once I have a final draft. I then convert
them to footnote with a macro. I do this because I can decide to edit out a quote or paraphrased
idea, and if the notes are already in the short form then it is easy to lose track of what is what.

Look at what I have done above, and think of what would happen if I removed the quote which
note number 5 is signifying. It would mean that 6 would become 5 and it would indicate that it
was a quote from Brown when it is from Green.

ibid.,p.168.
ibid.,p.180.
id.
Paoe
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Al1 abbreviations in notes should be 'presented in roman type and always start with a lower-case
letter, even when they appear at the beginnings of a note.'5 At first the footnoting system may
seem very obtuse logic, but

it soon becomes second nature.

If you have a work by more than one author, say: you are using B.F. Koop, M. Goodman, P. flx,
K. Chan, &J.L. Slightom, 'Primate r1-globin DNA sequences and man's place among the great
apes', Nature, Vol.319,1986,pp.234-7. In your foot and endnotes you can cite it as B.F. Koop
et al.,'Primate q-globin DNA sequences and man's place among the great apes', Nature,
Vol.319, 1986,pp.234-7 . But in the Bibliography or the Reference {ist, you must cite it in full.

7. The bibliography
The bibliography is a list of all of the books and materials that you have consulted in your essay,
it is very important. Works are listed in strict alphabetical order. If you have different types of
materials, like books, journals, video recording, then you can split a bibliography up into sections

with appropriate headings if you like.
Indenting paragraphs
Any Style Guide printed in the last 100 years will tell you that you do not need to indent the first
line of a paragraph, if you were taught that at school then it was wrong and has not been the
required convention for more than a 100 years - so pleaseforget it! Set your essay out like I have
above with a full line space between each paragraph. (It should be noted that the style of your
footnotes should follow the stvle of vour text.)

Font
Feel free to use extra line spacing in the paragraphs and a standard 12 point font like Times New

Roman Regular, don't become creative with your choice of a font as
readers comprehension.

it can detract from

the

And
It is perfectly acceptable to start a sentence with the word 'And' ,thatit is not okay is a persistent
myth which has no foundation in grammatical fact whatsoever.
Clichds

I was once told that the definition of a cliche is "something ybu should never use" or put more
formally:

ibid.,.p.181
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Clichds are trite, overused expressions which have long since lost their freshness and are used to
save the trouble of finding straight forward, simple expressions.6

'Trials and tribulations' is the cliche used by The Macquarie Dictionary in its definition of the
word.

Foreign words and phrases
Foreign words and phrases, like the titles ofbooks, magazines and newspapers, should be in italic
script like the word cliche. The origin of the word clichd is from the French word clicher which
means 'to stereotlpe.'

Quoting text
Please note that when using quotes that they should be in the body of the

text. If you are using

long quote, of more than twenty five or thirty words, then it should be in a block like I have set
it out above in relation to Cliches. You can reduce the fount size of a quote to 10 point and if you
do this then there is no need to be the quote marks around it as it is obviously a quote.
a

In conclusion
If you follow the above formula, you will have an acceptable essay format. If it is to be a good
essay, well that is up to you and the amount of work you are willing to put in.
Also, if you are serious about writing you must obtain yourself a Style Guide or Style Manuel
from one of the Government information services/bookshops.
Good luck.
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